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The purpose of  this short document is to assist in the diagnosis and repair of  the issues I 

found after obtaining a number of  Sony PVM models of  different types and years. These 

units all had the same issue which will be pictured and described below, I was unsuccessful in 

finding information easily on this issue thus I have created and distributed this document. 

 

Many thanks to Manualslib, Datasheetz, Mouser, ON Semiconductor, and Texas Instruments 

for all schematics, documents, and parts used during this repair process. 

Issue: 

Power on, Tally light, No response from menu 

or input buttons, No picture display 

Issue repaired on following models 

PVM-1353MD, PVM-1351Q,  

PVM-1343MD, PVM-14M4U 

https://www.reddit.com/user/s14g32
http://s1g3.net
https://www.manualslib.com/
http://datasheetz.com/
https://www.mouser.com/
https://www.onsemi.com/
http://www.ti.com/


Within a short period of  time I was able to get my 

hands on six PVM’s that needed repair where three 

had the same issue as described while the others had 

other issues of  similar nature. 

I will start by saying that this issue is caused almost 

100% of  the time by an issue on the power board,  

otherwise notated as the G board for Sony PVM  

models, where power is not  being delivered properly. 

The culprit in my repair case was the same across 

all models I worked on, the G board was not    

outputting 5v over the “5V a” rail. At first I was      

haphazard and just did what everyone online was   

saying to do, replace the capacitors on the G board.         

Now, this is a really important thing to do overall 

with any PVM due to the high likelihood for the G 

board caps to fail. 

After replacing all the caps on my G board for both 

my 1352MD and 1351Q models I was still getting the 

failure. I went through and checked all the caps again 

with my Woods multimeter which has served me well 

for years now. I urge you to use an electronic         

multimeter for this repair due to being easier to read 

outputs off  the G board and the more options you 

will typically get from it. A fluke meter was my   

weapon of  choice and did a great job of  reading all 

the power rails that I needed it to. 

Fluke 115 Multimeter 

Woods Multimeter 



Schematic diagram of  connections between G board and A board for PVM-1353MD 

Above you can see the diagram showing the connection between the G board and A board at 

CN605 (g board) & CN503 (a board) in it’s simplest format. The connection that we are en-

gaging with is that “5V a” rail on connection 1. 

To test this in the most easy and safest ways, unplug the G board’s connection from the A 

board, flip the G board over and find the CN605 connection. You will see the silkscreen print-

ing for all the rails we are interested in on the backside of  the board easily. 

Ensure that power is plugged into the unit and use the power switch to activate all the rails 

on the G board. Do be mindful and careful not to touch or move the board at random due to 

the high voltage going through it.  

Use the multimeter to test the CN605 connections for the “5V a”, “5V b”, “15V”, and “115V” 

rails. You should be getting readings within 1V of  each indicated connection. 



After testing all the power rails on the G board and finding that “5V a” is actually not output-

ting anything near 5V you can follow the traces down the line and find the culprit. For my-

self  the problem child on the G board was IC603, an integrated circuit voltage regulator. 

This part takes 10V and converts it down to 5V and can easily overheat and burn out after 

years of  use. This 5V line is important for the PVM due to being the power source for IC502 

and IC503 on the A board.  



In Conclusion 

 

If  “5V a” is not outputting 5V -> Replace IC603 

on G board 

If  “5V b” is not outputting 5V -> Replace IC604 

on G board, Do check schematics and the actual 

board to confirm that IC604 is handling the    

“5V b” rail. IC604 handled “5V b” on my boards 

though the schematics do not reflect that. 

Part# from Schematics: 

8-759-701-5  

Mouser Part#: 

513-NJM78M05FA 

https://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/513-NJM78M05FA
https://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/513-NJM78M05FA


For anyone curious about IC502 & IC503 

Both IC502 & IC503 are    

timing chips used for the    

vertical sync & horizontal 

sync. Without power going to 

these chips, the unit is unable 

to compile or understand the 

sync input and display an    

image.  



In Conclusion 

After replacing the IC603 on the G boards I was able to power the units on and feed image to 

them without any issues. My power boards were in amazing condition with no caps showing 

issues and almost no dust, these units were very clean on the inside. I will say that long       

period testing after completing the repair should be done to ensure there is not anything else 

wrong with the unit. 

Recaps of  the G board are highly recommended to prolong the unit’s life. 

 

I do hope that this simple document was of  assistance to anyone having a similar issue that I 

was having.  

I do stress to all individuals to be very careful when opening and repairing CRT units 

do to the amount of  current they produce, please follow all possible safety methods to 

avoid injury or death! 

Best wishes and good luck! 


